1. **BASE**

   - Find the 4 tubes labeled **BASE**, and connect them to each other by simply matching the color stripes together. When you assemble the base, make sure the label that says “BASE” is facing up and can be read.

2. **FRAME**

   - **A)** Once the base is complete, locate the 2 upright tubes (with the welds), and connect them vertically to the frame base. Continue to build up your frame by connecting the tubes with the identical colored stripes.

   - **B)** Once you have connected the tubes with the yellow + orange and the white + red/white colored stripes, tip the frame onto its back (see above) allowing easy assembly of the upper-most tubes.

   - **C)** The last tube to connect will be the one with the sleeved net (red and black stripe).

3. **SLEEVE**

   - **A)** Once this last tube is connected with the sleeved net, detach the velcro straps and begin the process of sliding the sleeve down onto the frame, one side at a time.

   - **B)** Make sure the patch with the Net Return logo is centered on the upper-most tube. Once sleeved, stand your net back up.

   - **Note:** Lift up the bottom of the net and “kick” the additional netting towards the rear of the frame. The Net Return patch always faces the athlete. Congratulations, you have successfully assembled your Net Return Pro Series Net. Fully assembled, your net should look like the photo on the right.

### CONTENTS

- 14 Color-coded aluminum tubes
- Green or Black Net (sleeved on Red/Black Tube)
- Duffel Bag

### PRO-SERIES

- Multi-Sport Net
- Made in U.S.A.

### DUFFEL BAG CONTENTS

- 14 Color-coded aluminum tubes
- Green or Black Net (sleeved on Red/Black Tube)
- Duffel Bag